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Using hand-powered generators is pretty simple. Some travel gadgets actually have generators built in. For example, gadgets with built-in hand-operated generators that people commonly use on camping trips include a radio and a light that can be used for signaling if you need help. Both of these devices can run out of
regular batteries most of the time, but if you're stranded with dead batteries, a cranv on the side can turn it up enough to tune in to a weather forecast or use the light. You don't have to worry about connecting the generator to anything because it all works internally. Other hand generators are made to be used with a
specific device, such as a particular brand of cell phone. The generator is a small gadget with a crant. With a special connector, you can connect it to your phone. Simply turn the crany to start charging your phone's batteries. While the voltage generated varies depending on how fast you spin the cran hand, built-in
voltage controllers will maintain a steady current. The longer you crank, the more power you generate. A few minutes of cranking is usually enough to make a quick emergency phone call. Ad Some hand-operated generators are more versatile. Instead of being designed to connect to a specific device, they have either
electrical wires, a cigarette lighter-type connector or a common outlet. You can then either wire or connect a device to the generator to give it power. Not all devices will work with a hand-powered generator - only those that draw the kind of power and voltage put out of the generator will work. Generators usually output
direct current (DC) power, but some have internal power converters that convert this into alternating current (AC) power. A hand generator typically can output up to 6 volts, although some have leverages that step up the cranking rate and can generate higher voltages. If you're wondering if the idea of a hand-powered
generator is new, it goes back at least to the 1960s. Military units used special hand generators that could be folded up in a backpack. With a soldier turning the crant, the generator could be used to power electronic equipment while in the field, far from any available power source. If you want to try a hand-powered
generator for yourself, you can find them on many outdoor outfitters. They can also be purchased from training delivery stores. These hand generators often come with clear houses so you can see coils and magnets in action. Travel over to the next page for more information on hand-operated generators. For most of us,
solar power still seems like a thing of the future. Yes, we know some people live off the grid with them, and some people can afford to line their roofs and warm their pools with them. Not most of us. But it turns out that you can generate real, usable in your very own home (or anywhere) and it will cost less than $300.
What's the catch? Oh, nothing. You just need to build the generator yourself. Ad And should I do it, you might ask? Well, by following this handy 8 step guide rain.org, of course. Get ready for solar power. Building your very own Solar Power Generator in 8 easy steps from Rain.org Content For about $100 you should be
able to get one rated at 12 volts or better (see for 16 volts) at an RV or marine supplies store or from the Greenbatteries Store. Ad We recommend rechargeable batteries from these green companies: Greenbatteries Store and Batteries.com. Get any size deep cycle 12 volt lead/acid or gel battery. You need the deep
cycle battery for continuous use. That kind of thing in your car is a cranking battery-just to start an engine. Look for bargains, the cheapest ones should cost about $50-60. Ad (This is good for covering up the exposed terminals if there are children on If you want to install the system in a pump shed, cabin or boat, skip
this.) Buy a 12 volt DC meter. Radio Shack has them for about $25. Ad I like the triple inlet model that you can find at a car parts store in the cigarette lighter parts section for about $10. This is enough to power D.C. appliances, and there are many commercially available, like fans, one-pint water boilers, lights, hairdryers,
baby bottle warmers, and vacuum cleaners. Many cassette players, voicemail and other electrical appliances are DC already and with the right cable will run right out of the box. Ad If you want to run AC appliances, you will need to invest in an inverter. This will convert the stored DC power in the battery to ac power for
most of your household appliances. I bought a 115 volt 140 watt inverter made by Power-to-Go at Pep Boys for $50. Count the number of watts you need (for example, a small color TV (=60 watts) with a vCR(=22 watts), you need 82 watts). A range of cheap inverters from 100 watts to 3000 watts can be had from Lane's
Professional Car Products. Type inverters in his search bar. Ad Use a drill to attach the meter and DC input to the top of the box. Ad Connect the negative (-) pole first. Handle only one wire at a time. Connect the DC inlet to the battery in the same way. Connect the solar panel to the battery in the same way. Ad I use a
bungee cord to keep it tight. Set the solar panel in the sun. It takes 5-8 hours to charge a dead battery; 1-3 hours to the top of a weak one. It will run radios, fans and small watt-lights throughout the night, or give you about 5 hours of continuous use at 115 volts AC, or about an hour of boiling water. This system can be
added with larger panels, inverters and batteries. It's quite a project that will kill an idle Sunday afternoon and power quite a bit of your electrical equipment. save you a lot of money. Happy solar building. Ad For more info on the details and how best to operate the system, head over to Rain.org. This image was lost some
time after publication. Do-it-yourself Phil Heiple posts instructions to make a solar generator for less than $300 and a few trips to Radio Shack. Perfect for operating devices on the go (iPod and camera charging at the campsite, for example) or as a backup power source during brownouts. How to make a Solar Power
Generator for less than $300 [via make: blog] In the event of a power outage the ideal emergency solution for a home or business is an automatic standby generator. These systems automatically transfer the power load to the generator when an outage occurs. If you plan to use a portable generator to seal your home or
business, it must be used in conjunction with a manual transfer system, which consists of a manual transfer switch, power inlet box, and power cord. The switch is connected to the main power panel, so only the circuits to be operated by the generator are active during an outage. The power inlet box is mounted outside
the home or business. It is hard-kned to the transfer switch and connected to the generator with a power cord. When the lights are turned off, you turn off the power from the tool first at the manual transfer switch, and then start the generator to energize the selected circuits connected to it. This will prevent your generator
from feeding power to supply lines and possibly damaging repair crews. With the U.S. power grid becoming less reliable each year, power outages are bound to occur more often and last longer. That means you can end up sitting in the dark, sweating without an air conditioner, and eating canned meals, while $300 worth
of food spoiled in your freezer. Meanwhile, your basement can flood, as the swamp pump is now worthless and your kids could go crazy without a TV or computer. Power grid problems aside, we all lose electricity occasionally. But when outages become routine, leaving you without electricity for days, it's time to intervene
by getting a home backup generator. Smaller, portable generators for the home are great for powering the essentials, like the refrigerator and microwave, while large standby generators can power everything in your house. Plus: Check out our 10 tips for using a generator here. In this article we will lead you through both
types of generators (portable and standby) and both ways to provide backup power (extension cords and subpanels). We will cover the pros and cons of each system and give you an idea of prices for the best generator.1. Portable generators When power goes out, start a gas-powered portable generator and plug it into
your appliances or a subpanel. Portable generators cost $500 to $100. depending on power.2. Standby Generators Standby Generators generators are powered by natural gas or propane and start automatically during power outages. Standby generator prices start at $5,000 for a 7,000-watt unit, including installation.
How to determine what size backup generator you needAdduce your power needsSee assess your power needs before you shop for one the best generator. Look for a label on each appliance that you want to turn on during an electrical power outage. Add wattage to determine the generator size you need. Your first step
in adding backup power is to decide what you need (or want) to keep running when the electricity goes out. This determines the size (wattage) of the generator you need. Go through the house and make a list of everything you want to power during an outcome. Look for a label on each appliance (they must have one)
that contains information such as wattage, model number and the year it was made (photo). Some labels are just inside the door on appliances; others are on the back, so you have to pull the appliance away from the wall. Write down the item and how much wattage it uses. Be sure to include essential items, like
refrigerators, freezers, a well pump if you have one, and a sump pump if your basement could flood. You can go a few hours or even days without an oven (use the microwave instead) and an air conditioner- they use a lot of power and would require you to buy a much larger generator. Add together the wattages of the
items, then multiply this number by 1.5 (appliances need the extra power to boot). It is the minimum power needed for your generator. Microwave oven: 600 to 1,200 wattRefrigerator: 700 to 1,200 wattsFree: 500 to 1,200 wattWasher: 1,200 watt1/3-hp pump sump: 800 to 1,200 wattS washing machine 00 wattevision:
300 wattLaptop computer: 250 watt10,000-Btu air conditioners: 1,500 wattPower Generator Option 1: Plug-in generatorsA portable generatorA portable backup generator with extension cords is the simplest and cheapest backup power system. Hold the generator at least 10 ft. from your house to avoid carbon monoxide
poisoning. A twist-lock extension cordUse a powerful extension cord with twist-lock to insert it into the inlet that is connected to the subpanel. The special ends keep the cord from pulling loose. Some generators come with a twist-lock cord. The most basic method of providing backup power runs a portable generator in
your yard, then connecting extension cords that connect to your appliances. It's also the cheapest option as you don't have to hire an electrician to install a subpanel. The downside is that you have to run extension cords wherever you want power, and you're limited to how many things you can plug in at once (most
generators have either two or four outlets). You must also start and maintain the generator. When the power out, place the generator on a flat surface outside, at least 10 feet from the housing. House. set it under awnings, canopies or carporte, or inside the house or garage. It is absolutely essential that you keep the
generator away from your house and especially away from doors and windows-your life may depend on it! More people die from carbon monoxide poisoning from gas engines on generators than from the disasters that cause power outages. Caution: Connect a carbon monoxide detector when using a portable generator.
It will alert you if generator exhaust reaches a dangerous level inside the house. Extension cords must be at least 14 gauges to have sufficient power. Follow the maximum power red rating of the cord (indicated on the cord label). Start the generator, then connect the extension cords (photo above). Be careful not to
overload the generator by connecting high power appliances that you had not planned. It will air the circuit breaker or blow a fuse on the generator, or damage the appliance engines. Portable backup generators range in price from $500 for a 3,250-watt unit to $1,500 for a 10,000-watt unit. Options include wheels (get
them-generators are very heavy lifting) and electric (key) starts instead of pull-starter. Consider how long the generator can run on a tank of gas. Some only run for a few hours, so you'll have to get up in the middle of the night to add fuel. Others have 16-gallon fuel tanks that can run up to 10 hours. If you want to use a
portable generator without the hassle of running extension cords, hire an electrician to install a manual transfer switch subpanel from your main circuit panel and install a dedicated inlet to power the subpanel (installation of the subpanel is complex, not a DIY project). This setup gives you the advantage of powering entire
circuitry in the house, not just the individual appliances. The downside is that you still have to start and maintain the gas powered generator. And unless you buy a large generator (they are available with more than 15,000 watts), you are still limited in what you can power. Before you call an electrician to add the
subpanel, choose what you want to power during an outage. It's worth including a circuit that will let you run your TV, computer and a lamp, especially if you lose power for days at a time so you can keep everyone entertained. Plus, these electronic devices don't require a lot of power. The circuits you want the drive will
be moved from your main circuit panel to your subpanel so they will run when you have normal power and when you lose electricity and plug in the generator. Expect to pay $200 for materials and at least $500 for an electrician to install the subpanel and special inlets. During power outage, run a wire from the backup
generator to the inlet, turn a manual transfer switch on the subpanel, and all the designated circuits will have power. Select a lead (photo above left) with twist-lock ends (generators have containers for these ends) ends) stay in place when they are plugged into the generator and inlet. Be sure to keep the generator at
least 10 ft. from the house. Don't kill a Utility WorkerDon not attach another male end to a power cord, then run it from the generator to an outlet to power a circuit (yes, people have done this). This may seem like a smart way to run power through your home's wiring system, but the electricity will run back through the



circuit breaker panel and out to supply lines, which can kill service personnel working on the lines even if they are miles away. Power Generator Option 2: Standby generatorsStandby generators turn on automatically when the power goes out- you don't have to do anything. This is the best option if you often lose
electricity and want to keep all or most of your appliances running. Most standby generators are strong enough to run a central air conditioner, kitchen appliances and other large items simultaneously. They are also quieter than portable generators, and you don't have to worry about running wires or storing gasoline. The
downside is the price. You must have the generator, transfer switch and subpanel professionally installed. A transfer switch constantly monitors the power. If you lose electricity, it automatically starts the generator, even if you're not at home. When the power is restored, the transfer switch for the generator will be
switched off. Standby generators connect to your home fuel supply (natural gas or propane). If you don't already have one of these fuel lines coming into the house, install a propane tank. Standby generators range from $5,000 for a 7,000-watt unit to more than $15,000 for a 30,000-watt unit (installation included). Home
centers carry a limited selection of portable generators (but usually no standby devices). Larger sizes and standby units are usually available through special orders or from the manufacturer. Standby generators run from your home natural gas supply or a propane tank, which may be underground. The transfer switch
automatically starts the generator, which powers the circuits in the subpanel. subpanel.
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